Minutes of PBHA Forum
19 April 2018
Kingsland Hub

Present:
Minutes: Lani Parker
Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Introductions
Website
Pride
Entreprise and Learning

Introductions
Website
Ruth (PBHA staff marketing) talked about the website, would like people to test the website to see
whether it meets the needs of tenants and participants. A few people present said that they would
be happy to do this and Ruth will arrange,
Pride
Date 6 July 2018 at Kingsland Hub
We will try a group who does a performance around section 28 to perform as it is the anniversary of
section 28 (30 year anniversary) also get Open Doors to come. An idea to have stalls of Peter
Bedford stuff and other organisations perhaps. Also an exhibition around the walls at Kingsland hub.
The theme for pride this year is diversity. We will need a sound system and food. Would like to invite
Mayor of Hackney and please lead on hate crime/LGBT issues karaoke and cake. Also invite a group
who perform a drama around persecution in other countries other than the UK because of being
LGBT.
Pride working group
action point - Lani to propose dates for next meeting first one at Kingsland hub second at Isledon
Action points - Lani to put in call out for pride working group and save the date announcement
Enterprise and Learning focus

What do you like about learning and enterprise?
-

The environment is good people get on with each other
It’s good to get to know people, locally and also get to do things I’m interested in.

What would make the enterprises much better?
-

a smoothie machine
sometimes we are cold in the winter.
There are people interested in doing more men’s groups and more art.
Work experience placements and retail placements as well as gallery space. Supporting
makers
promote enterprises at garden square and other events that Peter Bedford do.
More publicity around communities canteens, there’s not enough publicity around it might
be good to do things that are more visual.
other staff should let tenants know as well face-to-face is good lots of different ways of
doing it there was a suggestion that we have a computer drop-in. There will be an IT drop-in
started soon.

